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Transition Power Consolidates Development Activity Into Blue Castle Holdings Inc.

SALT LAKE CITY, UT – Transition Power Development, owner of the proposed Blue Castle nuclear plant project near the city of Green River, Utah announced today that it will consolidate its project activity into Blue Castle Holdings Inc. This reflects the changing focus from asset development to a site licensing focus.

“Our project development activities are maturing into the license application preparation stage. This organizational and entity shift provides the Blue Castle Project with an optimal business structure.” explained Aaron Tilton CEO of Blue Castle Holdings Inc.

Planning and preparations for this change began a year ago. Reflecting this development in the management are the announcements of Tom Retson as Chief Operating Officer and Nils Diaz’s as Chief Strategic Officer.

About Blue Castle Holdings Inc.

Blue Castle Holdings (BCH) is a Utah based corporation reducing the risk of acquiring new power resources for the electric utilities. This is accomplished by identifying and developing a new nuclear plant site. The BCH business mission is to select, acquire, enhance, and license plant sites which are uniquely well suited for the deployment of new nuclear power generation. More information about Blue Castle Holdings Inc. can be found at: www.bluecastleproject.com
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